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1. introduction 
.. 

Ordered. " That there shall be a Select 
Committee to consider the practice and 
procedure of the House in relati•on to 
public business and to make recom· 
mendation for the more effective perfor-
mance of its functions." 

In the aJbove terms the House of 
Commons agreed on 9 June •1976 to set 
up a committee to consider ways cYf re-
forming parliament. This was a respon$e 
not only to new pressures from wjthin 
parliament (particularly from the intakes 
of the 1970s, and even from some who 
formerly could be classified as belonging 
to that group of diehard MPs who hold 
that existing parliamentary procedures 
are sacrosanct) hut also to public disquiet 
a:bout parliamentary ineffectiveness. This 
pamphlet considers the role of parliament 
in modern Britain and suggests how its 
procedures can be improved so that it can 
more effectively perform that role. 

Four main ·reasons are usually given for 
the decline cYf parliament. Finst, it is 
argued that the powers cYf the executive 
have increased, •and are continuing to 
increase at the expense of the legislature ; 
second, that the !influence of party politics, 
including the party conference and the 
party central offices as well as the parlia-
mentary whips, has weakened the 
position of the individual MP ; third that 
governmental dealings with powerful 
interest groups such as the CBI 'and the 
rue have created new relationships 
beyond the scope df parliament, and 
fourth, that a whole range uf decisions 
which affect this country (suoh as EEC 
directives, the poticies of multi-nationals, 
or a change in American ,interest rates) 
are largely outside <>ur national authority. 

In the 20th century, the power of British 
governments, l'ike governments Olf other 
western democracies, has increased dra-
matically at the expense of the legislature. 
There has not only been an enormous 
increase in the resources at its disposal 
(it controls over 50 per cent of national 
income), but ·a vast and influential 
bureaucracy has also grown up. A still 
largely amateur parliament has not 
responded effectively to th:is new develop-
ment. >In part, this is because of its in-

built executive bias. The assumption is 
that the government of the day is formed 
from that political party which gained a 
majority 'in the last general election, and 
that the other major party, recently 
delfeated, 'becomes the official opposition. 
But the opposition's role is an ambivalent 
one : it not only believes ,its task to be 
that of critic of the executive, but also 
sees itself as the next government. Both 
winner and loser, therefore, have a pro-
found respect for government's needs-
and less concern for those of Parliament. 

The party cYf government divides itself 
into those rwho are in government and 
those who support the government. The 
division ,is not as distinct as it seems, 
however, because, though 'backbenchers 
(particularly in the dreary summer 
dawns) may bitterly feel themselves to be 
nothing but lobby !fodder whose tramp-
ing !feet ensure the continued existence of 
their government, they nevertheless also 
see themselves as one day joining its 
ranks. Herein lies the second ambivalence, 
which again tends to produce a strong 
pro-executive bias in most members of 
parliament. 

With lthe advent of democracy and 
the increase in popular aspirations, 
governments (particularly Labour ones) 
see their main parliamentary task as one 
of pushing through legislation as speedily 
as possible. They therefore tend to he 
uninterested in ·any form of procedural 
reform ·which might impede the progress 
of this legislation. From this it follows 
that the executive is unlikely to initiate 
any kind of parliamentary reform unless 
it gets something out ·of it ; and the only 
reform which ,it might encourage is a 
speedier process of legislation. This will 
usually lbe opposed by its own back-
benehers (in their role Olf disgruntled 
lobby fodder) and by the opposition, in 
their role of critic of the government. It 
is thus not surprising that although 
throughout the years there has been inter-
mittent talk about reform and some 
limited ·action, there has usually been 
tacit agreement to 'let well alone. 

Parliamentary government is also party 
political government. The Prime Minister 
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is not only tlle chief executive ; he is also 
leader of the majority party in Parlia-
ment. He owes his advancement to his 
role as a party politician, and to continue 
in office he needs the support •of his party 
as well as of the electorate. Hence the 
importance of the manifesto, drawn up, 
in the case of the Labour Party, with the 
help of the representatives of the party 
activists or, in the case of the Tory Party, 
with the assistance of Central Office. As 
far as the party outside parliament is con-
cerned, the modern Prime Minister is 
judged primarily in terms •of how far he 
has 1been successful in .j.mplementing his 
party manifesto, while the individual 
member of parliament is expected to 
support the party programme throughout 
parliament. The consequence 'is that the 
MP's freedom of action is curtailed both 
by the pressure of the whips in parliament 
and the influence of the party outside. 

A new phenomenon of the 20th century 
has lbeen the growth of pressure groups 
outside parliament. Whereas in previous 
centuries major groups had either, as in 
the case of the landed aristocracy, used 
their influence in the House of L'Ofds or, 
as in the case of the rising industrial and 
middle classes, been represented by their 
own members in the House of Commons, 
the trend has been for the leaders of the 
interest groups, like the CBI and the TUC, 
to put direct pressure on government. 
This has 'been due partly 'to the increased 
power ·of government, partly to the trade 
unions' disl'ike of mixing politics and 
union activity, and partly to the growing 
professionalism in industry and in the 
trade union movemenlt. The meagre 
financial rewards for parliamentary 
service have also ensured that many able 
figures have turned to other rnore profit-
able employment. At the same time the 
post war phenomena of continuous social 
welfare legislation have increased 
S'Ocial welfare aspirations, whioh lin turn 
have bred a grow.ing number of .. caring" 
interest groups {such as Shelter or Age 
Concern) which have largely by-passed 
parliament. Clearly these groups are here 
to stay. But discrete Whitehall negotia-
tions give a great deal of power to the 
executive, to the civil servants and, 
equally !invidiously, as they only represent 

a section of the nation, to the pressure 
groups. 

No country, not even the United States 
or the ussR, is totally independent. But 
the loss of power experienced by Britain 
in the last fifty years, and particularly 
since the second world war, has been so 
great that it has thrown into sharp relief 
the limited nature of our nati·onal and, 
therefore, of our parliamentary sove-
reignty. To many, the decision to join the 
EEC and the consequent acceptance in 
some spheres of the right of the Com-
munity to influence our affairs was a 
further step in the d'ecl<ine of parliament, 
a process which will be accentuated, 
they believe, 'by direct dections to the 
European parliament. 

In additi'on , there is a grow'ing revolt in 
parts of the British Jsles, particularly in 
Scotland, against the ·authority of the 
United Kingdom parliament. 

the role of parliament 
Given ·the reasons for parliament's decline 
outJ!ined albove, it is unrealistic to expect 
that parliament can ever again play the 
role it used to play in the 19th century. 
Big governments and bureaucracies are 
here to stay. And so are political parties. 
In a modern democracy it is inevitable-
and indeed desirable-that government 
should seek the consent of powerful 
interest groups. And, wh:ile Jt is quite 
possible that Britain will make an econ-
omic and industrial recovery, her position 
will remain that of a medium size 
European power. In addition there 1is no 
way in which parliament can escape the 
loss of sovereignty that membership of 
the EEC involves, or prevent a separatist 
Scotland or Wales (if that is what the 
Scots and the Welsh wish). 

But accepting thes·e restrictions on the 
role of a modern p·arliament is one thing; 
to write it off altogether is quite another. 

The cynics have only to visit the " so 
called " parliaments of Eastern Europe to 
realise the importance of an independent 
legislative assembly. There is no better 



way of ventilating grievances or of pre-
serving and extending individual rights. 
And, without a parli·ament which is able 
to criticise and scrutinise the executive, jt 
is difficult if not impossible -to limit the 
power of government. Certainly, there are 
other crucial elements in a democratic 
system-including free elections, a free 
press, free trade unions, an independent 
judiciary and democratic Jocal govern-
ment. But if parliament's role is to some 
extent limited, it remains central to a 
healthy democracy. 

Professor Crick redefined the purpose of 
parliament as follows : " Control means 
influence, not direct power : advice not 
command : criticism, not obstruction : 
scrutiny, not initiation and publicity not 
secrecy" (The reform of parliament, 
Wiedenfeld and Nicolson, 1964). 

Another way of looking at parliament is 
to consider its functions. It has four basic 
functions : to scrutiruse legislati'On ; to 
keep a check -on the executive; to oversee 
public expenditure ; and to act as the 
forum of the nation and the ventilator of 
grievances. 

The scrutiny of legislation is usually a 
complex and technical process but crucial 
for parliamentary democracy. Legislation 
initiated 'by the government needs to have 
a detailed inspection lby members of 
parliament. A close study, clause by 
clause, of a 1bi1l is an essential part of that 
process. 

What is meant 1by a check on the execu-
tive ? It is simply that government should 
be accountable for its actions. The whys 
and wherefores, and •the results, of 
government policies must lbe scrutinised 
continuously by members of parliament, 
properly equipped to do the job. Other-
wise the executive, sitting ·behind depart-
mental doors and divorced from the re-
actions of the voters, will become more 
firmly entrenched in its belief in its ·own 
omnicompetence. Querying the principles 
which lie 'behind policies, the way in 
which the policies are decided (including 
relationships with pressure groups), and 
exploring the consequences of these 
policies, must therefore rank as one of 
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the major tasks of ·the House of 
Commons. 

It is also important to scrutinise public 
expenditure plans ; not only how much 
is to ·be spent, 'but where (the allocation 
of resources) and with what results. This 
is not only a question of the examination 
of the annual Expenditure White Paper, 
but also a detailed study of individual 
departmental spending. The power of the 
government lies to a large extent in its 
ownership of the public purse. One of the 
most vital functions of parliament is 
therefore to ensure that the executive 
accounts for its spending. 

•Finally, there is parliament as the forum 
of the nation ·and the ventilator 'Of griev-
ances, the vital link of communication 
between the executive and the nation. 
Parliament must :be able 'to debate 
speedily the vital issues of the day, and 
1bring to public notice specific wrongs and 
strongly held grievances. 



2. why reform is needed 

It is the argument of this pamphlet that 
reforms are needed if parliament is to 
carry out its functions effectively. This is 
no mere technical issue, the exclusive 
concern of parliamentarians. Parliamen-
tary reform is too vital to our democracy 
to be left to members of parliament. 
Without reform, the role of parliament 
will continue to decline. With reform, 
parliament could play a part wh ich 
(though limited in comparison •wi~h its 
predecessors in the 19th century) could 
be much more important than it is now. 

What is needed, above all, is a powerful 
system of committees which would pro-
vide a more effective scrutiny of legisla-
tion, expenditure and policies· With the 
assistance of strong committees, em-
powered to question witnesses in detail, 
MPS will be able not only to probe 
government intentions hut rulso to call 
pressure group representatives to account. 
In this way, a reformed parliament would 
act as a check on both governments and 
pressure groups, to .the benefit of the 
community as a whole. 

As far as legislation is concerned, the 
executive now get away with a great deal. 
If threatened by opposition from its own 
backbenchers (as the Labour government 
has been, particularly by the Tribune 
Group) all it has usually to do is point 
·out that defeat in the Chamber may lead 
to defeat in the country; recalcitrant 
troops then come to heel. No member of 
parliament likes to lose his job (and in a 
bad year about 100 ·of them might do so) 
nor, in the final analysis, does he want to 
earn the stigma 'Of being the cause of 'his 
party's downfall. Inevitably, t'he smaller 
the majority, the greater the hold of the 
executive ; maverick votes are really only 
possible when a majority is so large that 
the government can afford it to be dented . 

Even so, on 22 February 1977 the 
Labour government was defeated by its 
own ba·cklbenchers during the debate on 
devolution. But this was an exceptional 
case. The government was defeated not 
on the principle of the bill but during 
the committee stage (which because it was 
a constitutional issue was taken on the 
floor of the House) and over the question 

of whether timetrubling should be intro-
duced. 

In theory, governments are more vulner-
able in a clause :by clause debate in stand· 
ing committees than on ·the floor of the 
House. Naturally, the whips try to ensure 
-that their own benches are pa·cked with 
good loyalist troops, but there is always 
the possibility of opposition. To make it 
certain that its own members toe the line 
throughout, the government may ·be pre-
pared, at this stage, to accept certain 
amendments, either because it wants to 
speed the bill through, or because the 
amendments in question raise no funda-
mental problems for the executive. 
Because these are often agreed back-
stage, it is difficult to trace the course of 
particular amendments. A good example 
of this kind of manoeuvering took place 
in the 1975/76 session at the committee 
stage of the Dock Work Bill. A number 
of amendments were made by govern-
ment in committee, after pressure from 
back'bench trade union MPS on the stand-
ing committee. So government back-
benchers do have the power to change 
parts of bills to which they are opposed 
but, in practice, they need either the 
support of strong pressure groups with 
whom the government does not want to 
fall out (in the case of the Dock Work 
Bill major unions other than the Trans-
port and General Workers) or the opposi-
tion-usually a tricky operation. As a 
rule, governm·ent troops remain loy!J.l; 
partly because oppositions have differeqt 
interests, and partly because, even in 
committee, the fiction is maintained that 
every vote is a vote of confidence. The 
result has an element o.f farce : ·govern-
ment backbenchers can spend up to 12 
hours a day, four or five weeks on end, 
never opening their mouths, but meekly 
voting when told to. If they should speak, 
government whips accuse them of hold-
ing up legislation. As to the opposition, 
it seldom gets its way. The only power it 
has, unless there is an unholy alliance 
between opposition and government 
backbenohers, is to delay. 

Once the standing committee has finished 
with the bill, it returns to the Chamber 
fur its report stage. Another opportunity, 
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it would seem, is now provided for those 
who •wish to question the legislation. 
However, because debating amendments 
require detailed knowledge, it will nor-
mally only be those members who are 
well versed in the technicalities of the 
subject who will speak, and these turn 
out, as often as not, to he those who were 
members of the standing committee. 
Almost invariably, the same points which 
were argued upstairs are now argued 
through on the floor of the House, and 
by the same people. It is not surprising 
that few members attend. After the Third 
Reading, to which there is usually very 
little point, the bill is transferred to the 
Lords. 

At the end of the process, what has been 
achieved? Troops have been marshalled, 
votes counted, the opposition defeated 
and the government gets jts legislation. 

Of course, there are exceptions ; a debate 
on the Second Reading may have stirred 
things up, some amendments might have 
been made, or restless bac~benchers 
promised other carrots. But in most cases 
the government will not have been effec-
tively challenged nor its legislation par-
ticularly well scrutinised. There have 
been some recent reforms, mainly to speed 
up the procedure. More use has been 
made of standing committees, so .that the 
floor of the House of Commons can be 
freed for more important debates -
though in practice this has meant that 
more time is made available for govern-
ment legislation. The minimum number 
on the committees has been reduced 
from 30 to 16. There are (since 1965) 
committees for Second Readings of un-
controversial bills which can also have 
their report stage taken upstairs, though 
this innovation has not been used as often 
as it might have been. The most impor-
tant change, however, has been in the pro-
cedure of the Finance Bill. This used to 
have its committee stage entirely on the 
fl-oor of the House, where it took up 
much valuable time and was, in any case, 
often too technical to be of interest to 
many MPs. The committee stage is now 
divided up between the floor of the 
Chamber and standing committee. A 
further time saver has been the shortening 
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of the period '(three hours as opposed to 
one day) before a guillotine motion can 
be moved. This streamlining has brought 
one benefit to backbenchers-more days 
have now been allocated for Private 
Members' Bills. But the ·overall result has 
been to strengthen the executive at the 
expense of the legislature. 

How effectively does the leg'islature check 
the executive? The main method by 
which parliament performs this function 
is through select committees. These were 
considerably strengthened by the Cross-
man reforms in the 60s. Specialist select 
committees, dealing either with subjects 
{such as race relations, immigration and 
science and technology) or with depart-
ments (such as agriculture, education, 
overseas aid) were set up. There have 
also been ad hoc committees-such as 
the one on Cyprus and on violence in 
marriage. All these committees have been 
able to use specialist advisers. They can 
also hear evidence in public, call civil 
servants and ministers before them (even 
though •the latter can only be forced to 
appear against their will by order ·of the 
whole House) and investigate abroad. 

The reasoning behind the growth in select 
committees was the belief that the 
Commons needed to be strengthened in 
their ability to review specific areas of 
governmental actions. The purpose of 
most of these specialist committees was 
not so much to influence or initiate 
.government legislation ; it was rather to 
eX'amine government policy with a more 
critical eye. 

A new study recently concluded that the 
impact of select committees ·on govern-
ment depended on the extent to which 
the executive allowed itself to •be 
influenced. Ministers can refuse informa-
tion, committees can be manipulated (as 
was the Select Committee on Agriculture, 
whose membership was suddenly in-
creased and ·its life expectancy curtailed, 
because of government displeasure) and 
terms of reference carefully vetted before 
inquiries can begin. The authors of the 
study concluded on a pessimistic note : 
"Over the past decade there has been a 
steadily growing disenchantment with the 
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concept of specialist commi'Hees. Their 
reports have failed to command great 
attention in ~he House; they have made 
little impact on the limited section of the 
public that takes an interest in parliamen-
tary affairs ; . . . yet the central reason 
why specialist committees have made little 
•impact is that with a rfew excepti·ons, they 
have avoided the main areas of party con -
troversy" (Members of the Study of 
Parliament Group, Specialist commillees 
in the British Parliam.ent : the evidenre 
of a decade, PEP, 1976). 

]if the concept behind the introduction of 
specialist subject comm'i~tees was the re-
~italisation of the role •orf parliament, both 
as a check on the ·executive and a a 
means of communication with the nation, 
•then the committees have •been only mar-
ginally succes ful. The situation i , how-
ever, a more complex one than whether 
.the •fa'ilure orf the peciali&ls committees i 
due to their avoidance of areas of con-
·troversy. It is because specialist select 
committees are both too weak and too few 
that their impact has been so limited. It is 
not because they do their jobs badly, but 
because their potential is not fully ex-
ploited by member of parliament, that 
they have so .far failed in their vital task 
of revitalising p·arliament. The corollary to 
this ineffectivene s must surely be to 
increa e their numbers and powers ; they 
must play a more important part in the 
parliamentary process. 

Parliamentary scrutiny of public expendi-
ture is not particularly effective. It is true 
that the Public Accounts Committee, with 
'its large staff and its tough "candles 
ends " approach, has thrown up some 
major anomalies, :including North Sea oil 
tax loopholes and the Ferranti contract 
profiteering care. But that committee is 
concerned with money which has already 
been pent and not with future spending 
which is the province of the Expenditure 

omm'ittee set up in 1971 and the ub-
committee on particular area of pend -
ing which it has spawned. The General 
Sub- ommittee of the Expenditure Com-
mittee has begun to pro'be the assump-
tions on which lthe overall pending 
decision are being made and to query 
control mechanisms-and there are signs 

that the Treasury is beginning to take its 
reports seriously. 

But even so, the 1970s have seen a very 
rapid increase in public expenditure at a 
time of very slow economic growth. 
Though obviously in a recession public 
ector deficits are likely to be large, there 

is little evidence that government has 
planned the growth in its expenditure-
or that parliament it elf, either through 
the Expenditure Committee or elsewhere, 
has shown any clearer sens•e of priorities. 
What is lacking is a mechanism for con-
sidering expenditure and taxation pro-
posals together and thus enaJbling p·arlia-
ment to obtain some indication bo~h of 
where the money i coming from and of 
the overall distributional impact of gov-
ernment spending and taxe . 

One i left with parliament's function as 
the forum of the na'tion and the ventilator 
of grievances. To take the matter of 
grievance first. This is conducted mainly 
through the medium of Question Time. 
Question Time has two •functions : its 
main one is ·to operate as a channel of 
communication !for the nation's in-
ju tices; its secondary one is to act as a 
further check on the executive. The latter 
is rarely accomplished. Any minister 
worth his weight is quite capable of deal-
ing not only with the main question, but 
with the sting that is usually attached-
the supplementary. Having been briefed 
by his civil servant as to possible tricky 
lines o{ argument tha't may be used and 
because he has all the ·information avail-
a:ble, as the ibacJ<.bencher has not. he will 
inevitably be more knowl•edgealble and 
alble to parry any awkward question. How-
ever, Question Time provides members 
of parliament, four days a week, :with an 
opportunity to air i ues of the moment, 
and to discuss grievances. It thus fulfills 
a mtlijor role, and makes the executive 
work tfor its bread and !butter. But at the 
end of the day, the government, whose 
accountability is as much on tri·al as its 
response to grievances, has been vindi-
cated with a' minimum of effort. True, 
poor quality ministers may have been 
shown up, 'but the government's facade 
i rarely cracked. Members have been 
allowed to let off a little steam. It might 



sometimes lbe a dramatic and exciting 
performance lbut, as an effective check on 
the executive, its rating is relatively low. 
Some discontents will certainly have been 
aired, lbut the executive will have come 
out of the encounter more or less 
unscathed. 

Apart from Question Time, other 
methods of 'Voicing grievances are through 
Private Members' Bills or Ten Minute 
Rule Bills and! Adjournment DeJbates. 
Little need lbe said about them at this 
stage, except that potentially they are 
valuable weapons. 

Parliament does not spend enough time 
on its "forum CYf the nation " role. This 
is because of the pressure of legislation 
on the floor CYf the House. The tendency 
of recent governments has been to in-
crease the already steady stream of legis-
lation into a torrent. One has only to note 
the expansion of Hansard (under 1,500 
pages o{ statutes in the early 1960s-well 
over 2,000 1by 1977) to see how all-con-
suming it has 'become-and this is not to 
mention EEC Comm1ssion documents and 
Northern ·Ireland Orders. So there is not 
enough time, if any, left over for the 
great questions of the day which ought to 
be debated and publicis·ed. Parliament 
ought to 'be a:ble to react more quickly to 
topical issues. At the moment, such de-
bates are provided mainly on Opposition 
Supply Days. Issues such as our economic 
pel1formance, the government's relations 
with industry, the state of industrial rela-
tions, pulblic expenditure problems, the 
effect ·CYf inflation on the worse off, these 
are too seldom debated. 

Clearly then, parliament is failing to ful-
fil its functions adequately. It is no 
wonder that the cry of reform has once 
more been raised. In an era where " <lpen 
government " and " participation " have 
beoome less of an ideal and more ·of a 
possibility, Westminster is lagging behind. 
If parliament could set up the BuUock 
Committee to look intto the question of 
industrial democracy within industry, it 
must not lbe surprised that others in turn 
demand a similar inquiry into the state 
of parliament. 
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3. proposals for reform 

There are a number of reiforms which 
could improve parlill!lllentary scrutiny of 
legislation. One of these would allow for 
a pre-legislative stage at which MPS could 
ask for information and evidence. 

pre-legislative committees 
Pre-legislative committees have been set 
up ·before but only on controversial issues 
of taxation and welfare. There are two 
main uses to which such committees can 
'be put : first, they ought to be able to 
provide a check on parliamentary draft-
ing. Many bills suffer from hasty work 
by parliamentary draftsmen who have too 
tight a schedule. Secondly, and perhaps 
more important, by involving back-
benchers in the actual discussion of legis-
lation at an early stage, such committees 
would not only enable members to gain 
legislative experience (useful for those 
who might one day be ministers them-
selves) •but also give them an ·opportunity 
of 'bringing some influence to bear on the 
executive. 

It is also at the pre-legislative stage that 
pressure groups should be brought in. We 
have already seen that the bargaining 
process between government and pressure 
groups takes place lttrgely outside the 
scope of parliament. 

A pre-legisrative committee would not 
only ensure that these interests were 
heard , 'but that they were nubliclv inter-
rogated. In that way, neither Whitehall 
secrecy, nor the special interest of the 
pressure group would be able to obscure 
the issues lbeing debated· Discuss·ion at 
this level would therefore have the 
double advantage of exoosing the role 
of the pressure group while, at the same 
time, ·aJ.Iowing public discussion of the 
issues. 

The main arguments against pre-legisla-
tive committees come from -those who 
say that such committees would either 
be too party political and therefore too 
antagonistic and destructive; or so 
anodyne that they would merely "white-
wash " the government. The critics are 
too defeatist. Clearly there are always 

going to lbe great "principle " 'bills but 
these ought to be dealt with separately. 
Some clauses of even relatively uncontro-
versial bills will also fall into this cate-
gory-these too can 'be taken out of the 
pre-legislative committee. Departments, 
we are told, do not like to work like 
that. They prefer to produce the legisla-
tion in their own way and with their own 
experts. This is tantamount to saying that 
Whitehall knows best. Nothing but good 
would come of a reform which made 
departments examine their assumptions 
more clearly and, therefore, put forward 
a legisJ:ative programme which had been 
carefully thought out. In addition, the 
legislative process would be made more 
accountable to parliament. 

More information will inevitably lead not 
only to a 'better and more constructive 
form of discussion, •but also to a more 
open !form of government, including a 
more vigorous use of Green Papers. If it 
is true that such committees would slow 
down the process of legislation, that will 
be no lbad thing if it ensures that hasty 
and unintelligible drafting 'becomes a 
thing of the past. 

strenQthening standing 
committees 
The main scrutiny of legis11ati'on ough-t- to 
continue to be performed by standing 
committees. However, these should be 
given select committee powers. They 
should also be able to call on the advice 
of specialist advisers on agreed clauses. 

It would increase the authority of the 
standing committees if reoort stage was 
normally taken upstairs (that is, in com-
mittee). It would also make more time 
available i·n the Chamber for debates on 
topical issues. So a double advantage 
would be gained, and two functions of 
parliament strengthened simultaneously. 
The effect of this change would be that 
an 'bills would n'Ormallv come in front of 
·a standi·ng committee both at the amend-
ment stage and at report stage. 

Clearly, however. iif members of the 
standing 'Committee alone were to par-
ticipate in the debate on the report slage 



of 1bills, this would ·be unsatisfactory ; too 
many !bills would be subjected to too 
small a scrutiny. The way round this 
might be to change the nature of the 
standing committee at report stage by 
allowing any MP to attend and speak on 
any of the proposed amendments or 
clauses. As there are not usuaHy more 
than a maximum number of 80 members 
who want to speak on the teohnicali'ties 
of a hill (and this is putting the number 
high), they would still lbe able to do so 
without taking up time on the floor of 
the House. There are rooms upstairs in 
the House af Commons which would 
house such a number. Two possible 
voting procedures should be considered. 

By the first, the voting would revert to 
the original number of members of the 
standing committee; by the second, only 
those who had spoken would ibe allowed 
to vote (though this might encourage 
speeches inspired by the government and 
opposition whips). 

It might be argued that 'taking the report 
stages upstairs would strengthen the hand 
af the executive, that only loyal members 
would be asked to serve on the com-
mittees (to ensure no maverick voting) 
and that the process would ibe as regi-
mented, if not more so, than it is now. 
However any government faced with 
unrest can always threaten its 'back-
'benchers with a ·general election-unless 
it has a large majority in which case it 
already has the votes in its pocket. This 
is every executive's trump card. But the 
standing committees particularly if the 
second system of voting were to be imple-
mented, would 'be strengthened because 
it would be more difficult for government 
to get its majorities ; the "payroll " vote 
on which it can count on the floor af the 
House would he less easy to muster 
upstairs. Not only might a strengthened 
standing committee system enable the 
voice of the minority to ibe heard more 
often, but the possibilities of upsetting the 
executive applecart could become greater 
rather than less. 

However, it must be accepted that some 
of the more controversial clauses would 
have to ibe taken o.n the floor of the 
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House. These would have to be agreed 
on beforehand and, then, debated in the 
ordinary way in the Chamber. 

departmental select 
committees-a check on 
the executive 
Insofar ·as parliament has attempted to 
strengthen itself in recent years, it has 
done so by the extension af the select 
committee system. However, as one MP 
in a recent debate on procedure of the 
House of Commons pointed out, the 
structure of the select committee was a 
" total hotch potch " and went on to 
show that some of the committees were 
subject committees, others functional, 
and yet others a mixture of functional 
and policy orientated '(Hansard, 2 Feb-
ruary 1976, col 1019). Though this multi-
ciplicity has its uses, reforms are now 
needed. There must 'be an expansion of 
the role of the select committees and a 
clearer definition of their objective. This 
can best be achieved by setting up depart-
mental select committees with increased 
powers, linked to all the major depart-
ments of state. Under this system every 
large department of go.vernment would 
be an9Werable to its own select com-
mittee. EEC and delegated legislation 
would also be examined in this way. The 
present system of lumping all EEC legisla-
tion together is unsatisfactory. A more 
effective method of dealing with the 
prdblem would be if each departmental 
select committee examined the effect of 
EEC legislation on the work of its own 
department. The same system should also 
apply to delegated legislation-the present 
committee on Statutory Instruments 
which looks at delegated legislation also 
suffers from its lack af a specialist 
approach. 

These departmental select committees 
ought to have the power to question 
ministers as of right about the policies of 
their departments-there should be no 
possibility of a Cyprus or Chrysler situa-
tion developing when the government was 
reluctant to a!J.ow ministers to come 
before the relevant committees. At the 
same time, the committees must be able 
to draw ·on full time specialists (instead 
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of the part timers they have at present) 
and be able, IWithin reason, to obtain all 
relevant information. Most government 
secrecy is simply secrecy imposed by the 
civil service, much o{ it unnecesscwy. 

These committees would also be further 
strengthened if MPS made greater use of 
their OIWn party political subject com-
mittees. These should also be able to 
demand the attendance of ministers (or, 
in the case of the opposition, shadow 
ministers) to discuss !future policies and 
possible lines of legislation. Members 
who served on both types of committee 
would have more information ·at their 
command and, in the case of government 
backbenchers, would enjoy two bites 
of the cherry. So the influence of parlia· 
ment on the executive would be increased. 

The departmenta~ select committees 
would also be able to call the representa-
tives of the relevant pressure groups as 
a matter of course, thus enablling MPs to 
probe their views and assumptions in 
detail. 

Given that the new departmental select 
committees would now become more 
powerful, linked as they would be to 
government departments, with more 
information and expertise at their 
command •and sitting permanently, the 
position of their chairmen ought to be 
reviewed. There is a strong case for re-
munerati·ng chairmen of these com-
mittees. This would introduce an inter-
esting new dimension to parliamentary 
life. Members of parliament would now 
have two possible alternatives open to 
them for advancement. Either they could 
hope to join the ranks of the government 
at some stage in their career or. equally 
prestigious, they could become dedicated 
committee members in the eventual hope 
of becoming chairman of one of the 
major committees. If the criticism of 
thi scheme is that it smacks too much 
of the American model, it should be said 
that the British parliamentary system has 
no division df powers and, therefore, the 
effect of such a change would be different 
to that of the United States. It would . 
however, strengthen the committee system 
and make it more interesting and worth-

while for members of parliament to 
become involved in its process. 

In addition to linking themselves to 
departments of state with the right of 
investigation, it is very tempting to 
suggest that the departmental select com· 
rnittees should also be given pre-legisla-
tive powers as part of their duties. If 
they took on this task, they would be 
well suited to it, !because of their know-
ledge of particular departments. As with 
the previously mentioned pre-legislative 
committees, ·those parts of legislation 
which were considered too controversial 
would be taken out of their hands and 
dealt with at ministerial level. Once their 
task was completed, the committees 
would then return to their normal job as 
departmental select committees. 

An even more far reaching proposal has 
'been suggested-that standing committees 
should be abolished and select com-
mittees, with the same membership as 
the departmental committees, set up in 
their place. These would have the power 
not only to examine bills, but would then 
also •be able to ·turn into a standing com· 
mittee, taking report stage upstairs, with 
the possibility of any member who 
wished to do so, being able to ·attend and 
speak. This suggestion, in the opinion of 
the author, is too radical for it to 'have 
any chance of being accepted by parlia· 
ment in the near future. But it is a logical 
step, particularly if departmental select 
committees also had pre-legislative 
powers. And it would also neatly combine 
the "scrutiny of legislation" function 
with that of " the check on the execu-
tive ", while increasing the expertise of 
the members concerned. 

An additional boost would be to televise 
the proceedings of the committee , as 
well as the debates on the floor of the 
House. They would provide an interest-
ing and new picture of parliamentary 
proceedings, different from that gained 
from debates in the Chamber, and might 
win orne much needed pre tige for the 
work of the House of Commons. 
Jf it is accepted that the new type of 
departmental select committees should be 
more powerful, then it follows that the 



reports they publish must •be debated in 
the Chamber within a !fixed period, and 
government time allocated accordingly 

• -not as now, when some reports are 
debated many months after publication. 
and ·others not even debated at all. Iif an 
early date is agreed <>n, it would be easier 
to forge a link between the ·Work of 
select committees and that of the 
Ch<~;mber. There is, therefore, a case for 
havmg a fixed day at least once every 
three weeks during the session for debat-
ing departmental select committee reports. 
Criticisms of the setting up of these much 
st:rerrgthened departmental select com-
mittees with wide ranging powers include 
the following : that they would take up 
even more time of members already hard 
pressed to find a moment, that they 
would detract from the influence ·of the 
floor of the House, and that govemment 
and the civil service would not like it. To 
take the last point first, undoubtedly 
Whitehall would find it hard to get used 
to the new procedure (though some 
departments have already developed a 
reasonable relationship with the relevant 
select committee). But, in the longer 
term, the executive, as with parliament, 
has something to gain from the extension 
of select committees. Policies would be 
tested against the questions of experienced 
and well briefed backbenc'hers, whilst 
government would have the opportunity 
to put across the reasons behind policies. 
As to detracting from the quality of the 
debates 'in the Chamber, these are already 
under heavy fire. It is a rare debate, 
indeed, which attracts more t'han sixty 
members simultaneously, •and those who 
do speak very ·often tend to •be t'he more 
conscientious who will continue to do so 
whatever happens. The way to make the 
Chamber more interesting is to give it 
more time to discuss major issues. If the 
more topical departmental select com-
mittee Teports are debated regularly, they 
will add to, rather than detract fr·om, the 
life of the Chamber. As to the amount of 
time to be spent in the committees-tills 
will be dealt with under the discussion of 
timetabling and full time members of 
parliament. 

Some mem'bers, particularly the more tra-
ditionally minded, feel that if the select 
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committees were to be given greater 
powers, the spirit <>'f controversy and 
·opposition, 'which is the stuff of politics, 
would he deadened, and the dreaded 
spectre of " consensus politics" emerge. 
However, the two main parties are too 
divi:ded on too many topics ifor there ever 
to be a time when the House of Commons 
is ruled by a spirit •of total agreement. 
And, given the elections of 1974, the 
voters have apparently asked for a wider 
range of views to he represented, and 
Jess "gladitorial " politics. 

scrutiny of public expenditure 
It was argued above that parliamentary 
scrutiny ·of public expenditure, especially 
in ensuring that government spending 
reflects a clear set of priorities, was not 
yet adequate. What is needed is a 
strengthening df the role df the Expendi-
ture Committee. 

The Expenditure Committee has not so 
far worked in the way that parliament 
originally intended. With the exception 
of its General Sub-Committee, the sub-
committees have largely concentrated on 
policy issues rather than on expenditure 
control. In other words. they have 
developed as embryo subject committees. 
There is, therefore, a s'trong case for 
merging all the sub-committees, with the 
exception of the General SUb-Com-
mittee, With the new departmental select 
committees. 

The enlarged General Sub-Committee 
ought to become a new " Budget" Com-
mittee, covering all aspects of govern-
ment taxation as well as spending. This 
Committee should become the most 
powerful and prestigious in the House. 
It ought to be able to call on the 
Treasury to justify the assumptions 
behind its budget spending plans, reveal 
a wider range of casted options and 
discuss priorities in public (thus doing 
away with the out dated convention of 
budget secrecy). 'It will need the support 
of a ifull time staff, capable of making a 
searching investigation into government 
spending, as well as the power to direct 
the select committees (assisted by Budget 
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Commillee staff) to examine the pend'ing 
plans of particul'ar departments. It should 
also examine, as a matter of cour e, the 
main industrial interest groups (the csr 
and TUC) and other group on their views 
again bringing these groups under parl•ia · 
mentary scrutiny. 

In the future, there may lbe a case for 
amalgamating the Public Accounts Com-
mittee with the Budget Committee. The 
first priority, however, is to build up the 
Budget Committee into a really effective 
means of scrutinising public expenditure 
in its broadest as well as its narr-owest 
sense. 

parliament as the forum 
of the nation 
The usual contention of parJi·amentarians 
that if the process of legislation is 
speeded up, it is only the executive which 
benefits, is erroneous. As has been shown, 
taking report stage upstairs should 
improve the scrutiny af legislation. It 
would also save valuable time, and 
enable the Chamber to exercise its duties 
as the forum af the nation. By becoming 
what it should 1be (a legislature clearly 
responsive to the needs and grievances 
of the moment) its reputation would be 
considera!bly enhanced. Debates would 
become more interesting, more members 
would attend, and the Chamber would 
have more purpose to it. 

However, timetabling of legislation and 
a new system of parliamentary hours is 
needed to strengthen the floor of the 
House of Commons. A business com-
mittee should be established on which all 
parties would be represented. This would 
have the great advantage of taking time-
tabling out of the hands df the executive 
and putting it back into those of the 
House. It would also strengthen the 
opposition parties. As it is, when a 
motion for a guillotine has been voted 
through the House of Commons, a 
" business " committee is immediately set 
up between the government and the 
opposition to discuss timetabling, so 
this i. not an entirely new concept. 
The timetabling of bills would have 
many lbenffilt . Members of parliament 

would know where they were, rather 
than have to, as now, hover indecisively 
round the whips' office wondering if and 
when they can go home; amendments 
would be debated more sensibly; more 
time would be given over to debates on 
the important issues ; and debilitating 
late nights ·would be a thing of the past. 
The use of the guillotine, which is simply 
a government imposed system of time-
ta!bling, would not now he necessary. 

Speeches, because of the time factor, 
might become shor~er-an unmitigated 
blessing. As it is, no other parliament sits 
for as many days, or as· many hours in a 
year or later than ours. Between 1970-75, 
the United States House df Representa-
tives sat an average of 164 days-766 
hours; the Federal German Bundestag 72 
days-313 hours; the French and Aust-
ralian parl•iaments, respectively, 149 days 
and 68 days, 510 and 720 hours. The 
British parliament, not par.tioularly re-
nowned either for the clarity .of its l·egis-
lation nor 'for the quality of its govern-
ment, sat 167 days, 1,528 hours. Many 
of the sittings were late, more than those 
df other parltiaments. This is not only 
inefficient but also expensive-it cost 
Parliament over £75,000 to stay up after 
midnight in 1975. 

The majority ·of the countries mentioned 
have a federal system of government. Jt 
may be that, with devolution, Britain will 
at least partially join their ranks. This is 
not the place f.or a discussion on the 
merits or demerits of devolution But it 
ought to 1bring one certain advantage. 
Pressure on the time ·of the House of 
Commons will be considerably 'lessened 
if Scottish and Welsh lbusine~ takes place 
outside Westminster. (It is worth noting 
that the proposals for the new Scottish 
Assembly include the setting up of a 
system of departmental select committees 
- so far considered too dangerous an 
innovation for the House df Commons). 

There will be those who will argue that 
timetabling will produce superficial 
speeches. In fact the opposite may well 
be the case. At the moment, when a 
guillotine is announced, the speeches in 
the Chamber tend very often to be 



sharper and more to the point. Some 
members have suggested that there should 
be a rigid ten minute speech rule . 

• Although this is done in other countries 
(in some either a red light goes on, or 
even more off putting, the microphones 
are switched off so that recalcitrant 
members are left looking foolish) there 
seems little point in so drastic an action. 

There is, however, a case for the speaker 
stating his views of a reasonable length 
of time for both backbench and front-
bench speakers, say 15 and 30 minutes 
respectively-and then making his dis-
pleasure publicly known at too lengthy 
pel'formances. 

There is a more fundamental argument 
against timetabling. Oppositions have 
little power against the executive and, by 
agreeing to a timetable, their one impor-
tant weapon, the power of delay, would 
be curtailed. This need not necessarily be 
so. The ·business committee would take 
the process out of the hands of the 
'' usual channels " , and if there were no 
agreement among the members, then the 
opposition would be entitled, as it does 
now when the " usual channels " are 
closed, to a·ct independently. There is 
also a case for the business committee 
not only timetabling individual bills, but 
also allocating a fixed number of days 
for each session. This would prevent the 
government "overloading" their parlia-
mentary timetables, as too often happens 
now, and the opposition would, at ]east, 
have the satisfaction ·of knowing that 
there were only a certain number of bills 
that could be processed each session. In 
these ways, the rights of opposition 
would be preserved and, lin some 
respects, actually enlarged. 

Timetabling should also enable MPS to 
plan their work more effectively. The fact 
that members of parliament only know 
on the previous Thursday what the 
voting pattern of the coming week will be 
leads to uncertainty and an unwillingness 
on their part to commit themselves 
to future engagements. With the setting 
up of a business committee it should not 
be beyond the bounds of the whips' 
administrative ability to have the whip 
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sent out on a .fortnightly, rather than a 
weekly, basis. 

The allocation of a fixed number of 
sessional days should enable a sessional 
programme to be arranged. At the 
moment no MP can be sure that he or she 
will be able to get away for the summer 
recess until the middle of August-this 
is both unsettling and not conducive to 
a good relationship between back-
benchers and the executive. (Scottish 
members of Parliament ·sometimes have 
only ten days with their families due to 
the different school holidays in Scotland.) 
If, as the government is wont to claim, 
there is a shortage of parliamentary time, 
then apart from using the measure of 
timetabling to ensure that m ore time is 
available, it would be perfectly possible 
to cut the summer holidays ·by at least 
three weeks, so that they ran parallel 
either to school or academic vacations. 

private members' bills 
:-~=--Private Members' Bills, "Ten Minute 

Rule " Bills and Adjournment Debates 
perform a vital parliamentary function-
they draw the attention of the execu~ive 
to a particular grievance and attempt to 
redress it. It is !therefore important that 
members of parliament should .be allo-
cated more time for such measures. With 
respect to Private Members' Bills, the 
executive should give MPS more oppor-
tunities to pres·enlt their bills· and more 
time to get them through. 

The question of timetabling is also an 
integral part of any discussion on Private 
Members' Bills. The 1970-71 Procedure 
Committee came to the conclusion that 
not enough time was given over to Private 
Members' Bills. There was only three 
weeks between the time a member of 
parliament won a pl'ace in the ballot and 
the presentation of a bill. Clearly, this is 
insufficient time in which to produce a 
competent piece of legislation. It would 
make more sense if the second proposal 
of the 1971 Committee were adopted-
to hold the ballot before the summer 
adjournment so that members who had 
won a place would have a decent interval 
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in which to prepare their bilils. A recom-
mendation from the same Procedure 
Committee-that the winning members 
should be helped by parliamentary drafts-
men or at least reimbursed if they used 
outside experts-has recently been 
adopted. It has gone some way to pro-
ducing more competent private members 
legislation. 

parliamentary hours 
Ano'ther move which would make parlia-
ment more effective would be to reform 
the parliamentary day. Late hours, which 
have become more common (94 days in 
the 1975 session went on till after mid-
night) make for inefficiency and an in-
crbility to produce coherent work. Night 
owls do not make good legislation. The 
main reform that might be considered is 
that of starting the parliamentary day at 
10.30 am rather than at 2.30 pm which 
is the present tradition. Question Time 
would begin at 10.30 am and would then 
be followed by minis'terial statements at 
11.30 am. The debates would start at 
2.30 pm and go on till 8.00 pm. 
Obviously, the day need not be as rigid 
as this-but it should be the exception 
rather than the rule for the pattern to be 
broken. By starting early, late hours 
would be avoided, but the same amount 
of time would still be available for 
debating. 

The premise behind this reform is that 
more and more members of parliament 
now consider that they can only do 
justice to their job if they are ful[ time 
-lthat is, that they have no outside 
secondary interest which keeps them out 
of the House of Commons in the 
mornings and early afternoons. They also 
know that their constituents would prefer 
them 'to be full time. And if they are full 
time, then clearly there is nothing to stop 
them starting their day in the morning, 
as the rest of the working popu~ation 
does. A Victorian pattern of hours is in-
appropriate for a full time professional 
legislature. 

Morning sittings are not an innovation ; 
they were introduced during Crossman's 

era but were a fiasco. Only non-contro-
versial legislation was debated during the 
morning sittings. The controversial 
measures continued to be debated in the 
evening ; •indeed, as some members were 
determined to wreck the experiment, the 
length of the sittings actually increased. 
It is essential that important business 
begins in t'he mornings. 

The main criticisms of such a change 
have been threefold. In the first pl'ace, 
Cabinets are held on Tuesday and Thurs-
day mornings, and ministers have also 
said that they need to 'be at their desks 
in their departments when not attending 
other meetings-and that having to come 
into the House in the morning would 
disrupt their day. It is, however, possible 
to suggest an alternative : Cabinets could 
be held on Monday and Wednesday 
afternoons, and any Cabinet minister 
Who has to open a debate would be 
unable to •attend for that particular 
occasion. Apart from the Prime 
Minister's Questions, ministers never 
attend any Question Time other than 
their own, which, in any case, would only 
occur at the maximum of once a fort-
night, one hour in the morning. The 
second criticism that is levelled is the one 
that those with second jobs would be 
unalble to attend; this is easier to refute. 

Members of parliament should consider 
that their jobs are full time if they are 
to be good MPS ; if they believe that 
.being an MP is something that they can 
do as an afterthought then perhaps they 
ough't to start thinking a~bout retirement. 

The cry that is often raised, that second-
ary jdbs provide a much needed outside 
interest for membel"s and so enable them 
to have a less bHnkered approach to the 
outside world , begs the issue. If a member 
is full time, and giving full time service 
to his constituents and to parliament, he 
will be in constant touch with his con· 
stituency (a microcosm of the nation). At 
the moment, there is an unholy alliance 
between the executive and the laiW}'ers for 
the House to sit only in the afternoons 
and the evenings. It is not an arrange-
ment made for the convenience of the 
majority of members of parliament who 



are full! time. A normal working day 
does o.f course raise a further point, 
which aLways causes embarrassment to 
members of parliament----the question of 
finance. This will be dealt with later. 

As far as departmental select committees 
are concerned, they can always arrange 
their timetalble to suit the convenience 
df the members. There could even be 
one day set aside each week for com-
mittee work. And those who serve on 
standing committees could make pairing 
arrangements to enable them to partici-
pate in any debate or Question Time 
that they might be interested in. 

Finally, as a further objection, which is 
often raised by MPs, if parliament ended 
by 8 o'cl'ock, then many memlbers, especi-
al'ly those <from far flung constituencies, 
would have nowhere to go, given that 
they dften live in bed and breakfast 
establishments. In that case, members of 
parliament should he given either a he'tter 
parliamentary allowance, or a system of 
" parliamentary fiats " might be set up by 
which MPs were allo·cated fiats which 
would then revert back to the control of 
parliament when they retired or lost their 
seat. Certainly the facilities in the House 
could remain open for the use CYf those 
without a London family home---'bars, 
smoking ro:oms, library and tea rooms 
could lbe kept open until 10.00 p.m. 

Apart firom providing a more workable 
day, a change in parliamentary hours will 
produce a further benefit. Present parlia-
mentary hours preclude mo&t women 
from becoming members o'f parliament. 
Clearly, the House of Commons which 
has only 29 women members is unrepre-
sentative df the nation as a whole, and 
fails to provide equality CYf opportunity 
for both sexes. The majority of women 
are mothers and, at the moment, the 
home is structured round their presence, 
particularly in the evenings. This means 
that women entering parliament have 
to make sacrifices ; either they cut down 
on family commitments or they wait 
until their families have grown up before 

' going into politics. As parliament has 
passed the Sex Discrimination Act and 
set up the Equal Rights Commission, it 
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would not be inappropriate to suggest 
that the same kind of opportunities 
should be available at Westminster as 
they are to those outside. 



4. services and facilities 

The people who make parliament work 
are the MPS. If there is to be a more 
efficient parliament, then adequate re· 
sources and facilities must ibe available 
for them. 

Firstly, the question of salaries. Many 
MPs feel that £6,000 a year is not enough 
in the way of remuneration, given the 
hours and the amount of work that they 
put in. The recommendations of the 
Boyle Commission (which supported this 
view) should be fully irnplemented-MPs' 
salaries should be linked to those of the 
higher ranks of the civil service. Com-
paring British parl·iamentary salaries to 
those of their colleagues from abroad, it 
is evident that the Mother of parliaments 
does not do too well by her children. 

The Dutch, not a particularly rich 
nation, give their members £13,230 ; the 
Germans £7,820 (but this is tax free) and 
the Australians £11,236. 

The low salaries often mean that members 
of parliament are not able to bring their 
.families down to London, should they 
wish to do so. The special system of 
parliamentary flats already mentioned 
would help overcome this problem and 
lessen the strain on parliamentary 
families. As to those MPs whose families 
opt to remain in the constituencies, they 
too should be provided with accommoda-
tion which could enable their families 
to come and visit them. 

And if a lack of funds is put forward 
as a reasonable excuse to do nothing, it 
is always possible to suggest (though its 
acceptance by MPs is unlikely) that the 
number of members of parliament could 
be cut down and the constituencies, as 
they are abroad, enlarged. The money 
which might be saved would go a long 
way to producing better salaries. In any 
event, to be a member of parliament 
should not necessarily mean a life of 
relative hardship. 

Apart from financial questions, there is 
the equally searching question of support 
facilities. For MJ>S to be efficient parlia-
mentarians, and to be of use to their con-
stituents, do they need more help ? 

Some recent reforms have gone some 
way towards at least providing MPS with 
additional help. Although full time re-
search assistants are still a thing of the 
future, most members now have full 
time secretarial help. The accommoda-
tion in the Commons is, however, inade-
quate. As well as having to share offices, 
members have nowhere to put either 
their secretaries, or their research assist-
ants, should they be lucky enough to 
have one. The spectacle of MPS sitting 
huddled on benches dictating to their 
secretaries is a common enough s·ight in 
the corridors of Westminster. The level 
of accommodation would be found 
totaHy unacceptable by any self respect-
ing manager or trade unionist. 

MPs have mixed feelings about research 
assistants. Many, on being interviewed, 
declared that they were well served by 
the House of Commons Library and 
needed no further help. Others pointed 
out that they received minimal help and 
would have been glad of more. Some 
said that their own political parties out-
side Westminster gave them support; 
others said that this was derisory and 
that they never asked. Clearly individual 
research assistants are not yet a top 
priority but some, particularly the more 
active members, feel that some more 
research help would be useful. A possible 
solution could be for members to group 
themselves together and share an assist-
ant, and for more specialised staff to be 
added to the library. 

In addition, the civil service should be 
encouraged to give all MPS any informa-
tion that they require, not only when 
they are serving on their various com-
mittees, but also as part of their parlia-
mentary business. More information 
would lead to greater efficiency and a 
better use of the members' time. A 
recent pamphlet illustrates the poverty 
of the British Parliamentary system in 
its information services, and suggests that 
a permanent secretariat should be set 
up in the House of Commons composed 
of specialist staff for the use of all 
members (Janet Morgan, Reinforcing 
parliament ; services and facilities for 
members of parliament; some interna-



tional comparisons, PEP, 1976). This is 
worth consideration. If such a secretariat 
existed, the departmental select commit· 
tees could draw on it, as well as back-
henchers in the course of their normal 
functions. The fear and criticism is that 
it woul1d, as in the United States, become 
too powerful and autocratic as a body. 
However, as Dr Morgan states: "It is 
very important to stress that parliamen-
tary committee staff must be consciously 
and visibly servants df parliament, like 
the present li'brary staff and other officers 
and officials who fall within the establish-
ment of the Clerk of the House. If this 
attitude can be fostered, the larger •their 
accumulation of contacts, information 
and skill, the better " (ibid). 

This proposal, Qf course, presupposes 
that members of parliament, anxious to 
develop their role, to press the executive 
and to provide a good service for their 
constituents will, as full time MPS, have 
both the ·time and the opportunity to take 
a:dvantage of such a useful, but also very 
necessary service, as a specialist secre-
tariat. This is not to say that members 
of parliament should turn themselves 
into academics and conduct their life as 
if it were one long seminar session. 
Heaven forbid. But what they should be 
able to do is to discuss topics in an 
informed way and have the possibility 
open to them .of being able to obtain 
information in those areas in which they 
are most interested as quickly as possible. 

Reforms such as this cost money and 
the establishment of a research secre-
tariat would by no means be a cheap 
undertaking. But those services which 
enable members to do their work more 
efficiently should be given top priority. 
Few constituents would grudge their MP 
a more efficient service, particularly if 
they thought they could benefit from it. 

Apart from research assistance within 
Westminster, allocating money to politi-
cal parties outside parliament has also 
been advocated. This woul•d enable them 
to provide a go.od back up service to 
their MPS. Parliament is no longer, and 
has not been for some time, a collection 
of individuals with an occasional cor-
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porate existence. It is now run on party 
political lines, and a discussi.on of parlia-
mentary reform must take this into con-
sideration. 

Given the importance of the influence 
of the political parties outside parliament 
in the formulation of policies, there is 
much to be said for the idea of giving 
them state aid to enable them to func-
tion more efficiently, and to provide a 
better service for their mem'bers of 
parliament. The poverty of the British 
political party scene has recently been 
ably illustrated in a PEP pamphlet (Dick 
Leonard, Paying for party politics : the 
case for public subsidies, 1975). In this, 
the author demonstrates how providing 
aid to political parties (he quotes ten 
foreign examples) had clearly increased 
the quality of the services which they 
were able to provide. In all cases he 
found that not only were they able to 
increase specialist staff, but were also able 
to improve their research and policy 
making capacity. He found that smaller 
parties gained at the expense of larger 
ones and, an important democratic gain, 
they were able therefore to flourish more 
soundly. If a political subsidy resulted 
in less of a reliance on interest groups, as 
well as increasing the effectiveness of 
political parties' policy making functions, 
then it should be encouraged. A welcome 
move in this direction has recently been 
made by the award of the first ever funds 
to opposition part·ies in parliament. What 
is now sugge~>ted is an extension of these 
funds to the parties outside parl·iament. 

As far as parliamentarians are concerned, 
the effect could be not only to enable 
party headquarters to give more con-
structive political help to members, but 
also provide extra help in 1he con-
stituency. 

It has been argued that, given the "social 
worker " aspect of an MP's duties, money 
should also 1be allocated to him at con-
stituency level. But though members 
grumble ·at their " superior post box " 
role, they are generally reluctant to hand 
over all their constituency work to an 
outsider-even though their "surgeries " 
a:bound in problems which could have 
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been dealt with at local council level or 
are, in any oase, insoluble by an MP, 
such as the length of the housing list. 
The majority of members interviewet:l, 
although they deplored their somewhat 
negative role, s'till insisted on the import-
ance of continuing to hold their "sur-
geries " themselves. Clearly they found 
"grass rooting" stimutating and con-
sidered it a necessary and important 
part of their job. Their main complaint 
was not so much the work in the con-
stituency, nor the weight of their post 
bag, but that these came on top of a 
60 hour week. It was the combination of 
the two which was lethal. The best plan 
would probably be t·o give money either 
through central funds or thr.ough their 
political parties to those members of 
parliament who could prove they were 
using it. 

a note on the House of Lords 
1'his pamphlet does not set out to deal 
with the role of the House of Lords. 
However, if the reforms ~isted above 
shoulld be implemented, then arguments 
for its <tbolition wil'l be strengthened. 

There are those, however, who would 
like to Tetain a second but reformed 
Chamber. One suggestion is ·that heredi-
tary peers (a complete anomaly) should 
be phased out and replaced by appointed 
peers. The weakness of this proposal is 
that too much power would be placed 
in the hands of those who dispense the 
patronage. 

An elected second Chamber has also 
been advocated. Apart from the pmblem 
of yet more el'ections it seems likely that 
such a Chamber would merely reflect 
the composition of the House of 
Commons, without having its authority. 
And, given that power would be vested 
in the Commons, it is difficult to envisage 
suitable candidates willing to face the 
drudgery of the hus'tings for the nebul-
ous reward of a seat in the new Chamber. 

There is yet a third alternative, and that 
is that hereditary peers should be 
phased out, and replaced by members 

drawn from such ma,jor organisations 
and pressure groups as the CBI, roc and 
local government. This is an interesting 
proposal, lbut has two inbuilt disadvan-
tages. Firstly, an element of patronage 
must inevitably be present in the alloca-
tion of seats, and secondly, influential 
men and women may not wish to give 
up 1their time to a second Chamber with 
minimal powers. The argument that such 
an Upper House would ensure that con-
suUation with pressure groups would be 
more open and useful is persuasive. But 
a reformed House of Commons with pre-
legislative committees and departmental 
select committees able to cal'! major 
organis·ations before them should pr.ovide 
a more effective system of public 
accountability. 

The main role o'f the House of Lords is 
that of a revising chamber. It is however 
debatable to what extent it fulfils that 
!function satisfactorily. Recent contro-
versies between the lower and the upper 
house have shown less a spirit of un-
biased scrutiny and mOTe a reflection of 
the built in Tory majority. A reformed 
House of Commons, which made full 
use of pre-legislative committees and 
adopted a more vigorous approach to 
standing committee procedures, including 
the use of select committee powers of 
investiga:tion, would make the need for 
a revising upper Chamber less necessary. 

If revising 1egis'lation is one df the main 
functions of the House of Lords, intro-
ducing non-controversial legislation is 
another. Government bills are often 
introduced in the second Chamber so as 
to save the time of the Commons. How-
ever, the introduction of a more efficient 
system of timetabling should provide 
more time and enable non controversial 
bills to be slotted into the Parliamentary 
timetable. 

The argument appears to be inescapable ; 
once the House of Commons is reformed, 
there is less need to retain the House of 
Lords. 



5 . conclusion 

Parliament should be performing the 
following functions : scrutinising legisla-
tion ; keeping a check on the executive ; 

• overseeing the control of pubhc expendi-
ture ; and acting as the forum of the 
nation and the ven'tilator of grievances. 

The contention of this pamphlet is that it 
is failing on all four counts. The follow-
ing are therefore proposed : 

1. The scrutiny of legislation (a) A pre-
legislafive stage be introduced. (lb) Stand-
ing committees be given select committee 
powers and (c) Report stage be taken 
upstairs by the standing committee, with 
members of parliament other than those 
on the committees allowed to speak 
at report stage. 

2. A check on the executive (a) Depart-
mental select committees be set up to 
cover all government departments (b) 
Select committees should have pre-legisla-
tive powers (c) Chairmen of subject com-
mittees be remunerated (d) Committees 
be broadcast and televised (e) Reports 
be debated in the Chamber soon after 
publication. 

3. The control of public expenditure 
(a) A budget committee based on the 
general sub-committee of the expendi-
ture committee to cover taxation as well 
as spending be established (h) Expendi -
ture sub-committees be merged with 
departmental subject committees (c) The 
amalgamation of the public accounts 
committee with the budget committee 
be considered. 

4. Parliament as the forum of the nation 
and ventilator of grievances (a) M-ore 
debates on .. issues of the day" be made 
possible and that proceedings be broad-
cast and televised (b) Shorter speeches 
from the front benches as well as back 
benches 'be encouraged (c) A business 
committee be set up, with all party 
membership and with powers to time-
table bills and allocate a fixed number 
df days for each session (d) Time for 
private members !bills, "10 minute 
rule " bills and adjournment debates 
be increased (e) Question time be 

moved to 10.30 am and the parliamen-
tary day to end normally at 8.00 pm. 

services and facilities 
Parliament is ineffeCtive not only because 
it fails to perform its :four basic functions 
adequately, hut also because the services 
and facilities at its disposal are inade-
quate. It is therefore proposed that : 
(a) The Boyle Commission's recom-
mendations on MPS' salaries be imple-
mented (b) More suitable accommoda-
tion be provided (c) A permanent re-
search secretariat and group research 
facilities be considered (d) Funds allo-
cated to political parties outside parlia-
ment he used to help MPs (e) MPS be 
given assistance at constituency level. 

'BY enabling it to carry out its functions 
more ~effectively, these proposals will 
strengthen parliament in relation to the 
executive, pressure groups and political 
parties alike, at a time when the idea of 
representative democracy is under criti-
cism from many directions. It is no 
exaggeration to say that the reform of 
the House o.f Commons is vital for the 
health df our democracy_ 



appendix: duration of 
parliamentary sittings 

DAYS AND HOURS OF SITTING, 1969-1973 

average numb r 
of days of plenary 

country number of in each of last 
members five years 

- --

Australia House 127 House 6!1 
Senate 60 Senate 68 

Canada Hou~e 264 House 171 
Senate 102 

France' Assembly 490 Assembly 14(} 
Senate 283 Senate 121 

Federal Republic Bundestag 500 Bundestag 72 
of Germany Bundesrat 45 

United Commons 635 Commons 167 
Kingdom Lords 1075 Lords 112 

United States House of House of 
of America Represen- Represen-

tatives 435 tatives 164 
Senate 100 Senate 183 

----

average number of 
hours of meetmg 

in each of last 
five year 

House 720 
Senate 629 

House 942 

A embly 510 
Senate 376 

Bundestag 313 

Commons 1528 
Lord 730 

House of 
Represen-

tatives 766 
Senate 1146 

Source: Inter-Parliamentary Union (editor), Parliaments of the World, Macmillan, 1976. 
Note: In Canada, the House had four sessions 1968-72. 
-- -
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Beyond this the Society has no collective 
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a. political character. The Society's mem-
bers are active in their Labour Parties, 
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ment, practical people concerned to study 
and discuss problems that matter. 

The Society is organised nationally and 
locally. The national Society, directed by 
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